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HAIR LOSS

The Right Extensions
GO TO GREAT LENGTHS:

Annette never felt she
had great hair, so she
went to the hairdresser
often, for treatments
and even hair extensions.
But with time, her hair
felt increasingly thin
and fragile. She had
to do something.

FOR YOUR STYLE

MY HAIR LOSS WAS
FRUSTRATING

Fake it till you make it! Whether yo u want to add inches or just pump
up hair, take cues from these beau ties on how to rock extra locks

“I have always been on the
lookout for a good way to
keep my hair nourished and
healthy. I longed for more volume and less shedding. At the
hairdresser they proposed hair
care products which helped
a bit, but after visiting my
health food store, I learned
the value of hair supplements.
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Down-to-There Hair
“No longer a big secret, hair extensions
are the best way to change up your look
without the risk,” says Shelley Goodstein,
founder of Hidden Crown Hair, whose
extensions are loved by stars like Shay
Mitchell. For Demi Lovato’s look, place
the Hidden Crown 16” Halo Style
Extensions in 1B ($299, hiddencrownhair
.com) on head like a crown and use comb
to pull top half of hair over the invisible
wire; style together.
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Insta Bangs

“The trick to faking bangs [like
Emma Roberts] is to keep moving
them back until the fringe lines
up where you want them to
fall,” says Goodstein. Clip a
topper like Hair2wear The
Christie Brinkley Collection
The Natural Fringe Bangs in
Light Blonde ($29, hsn.com)
on the top of head for a
blended look; trim as desired.

XL Ponytail

“For clip-ins, lightly tease the area
where you will clip to help them stay
in place,” tips Goodstein. How-to:
Gather hair into a low ponytail.
Tease hair right above the elastic,
and clip in extensions (we like
Hairdo Simply Straight Pony in
Swedish Blonde, $49, ulta.com).
Then wrap the stand-alone piece
around the base to conceal, like
Hailey Baldwin.
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The trick that worked
I never thought of nourishing
my hair from within. The lady
at the store recommended
Hair VolumeTM, a Swedish
supplement with apple
extract, which she told me
her customers raved about.
She told me to use it at least
3 months, so I bought a box
and got started.

The ﬁrst month I noticed my
nails seemed stronger. What
a nice unexpected result.
But then my husband commented on my hair and how
great it looked. That made
me feel so happy. Now I am
a great fan of Hair Volume
and recommend it to everyone who wants beautiful and
healthy hair.”
- Annette, Copenhagen, DK.

CONTAINS
SWEDISH
APPLES

DID YOU KNOW?
In addition to containing
high amounts of hair growth
nutrients, Hair VolumeTM
also contains copper,
which can be helpful in
ﬁghting grey hairs, as it
promotes melanin production.
HAIR VOLUMETM is produced by New Nordic, the n°1 supplier of dietary supplements
in Scandinavia. Now available at participating pharmacies, health retailers and online.
For more info or to buy directly, please call 1-877-696-6734 or visit newnordicusa.com

www.newnordicusa.com

Online Store
These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug
Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any
disease. Always read the label and follow the instructions prior to use. Results may vary.

